If d(x, y) denotes the distance between vertices x and y in a graph G, then an L(2, 1)-labeling of a graph G is a function f from vertices of G to nonnegative integers such that |f (x)−f (y)| ≥ 2 if d(x, y) = 1, and |f (x)−f (y)| ≥ 1 if d(x, y) = 2. Griggs and Yeh conjectured that for any graph with maximum degree ∆ ≥ 2, there is an L(2, 1)-labeling with all labels not greater than ∆ 2 . We prove that the conjecture holds for dot-Cartesian products and dot-lexicographic products of two graphs with possible minor exceptions in some special cases. The bounds obtained are in general much better than the ∆ 2 -bound.
Introduction
In the frequency assignment problem, radio transmitters are assigned frequencies with some separation in order to reduce interference. This problem can be formulated as a graph coloring problem [1] .
Roberts [2] proposed a new version of the frequency assignment problem with two restrictions: radio transmitters that are "close" must be assigned different frequencies; those that are "very close" must be assigned frequencies at least two apart. To formulate the problem in graph theoretic terms, radio transmitters are represented by vertices of a graph; adjacent vertices are considered "very close" and vertices at distance two are considered "close". Let d(x, y) be the distance between vertices x and y in a graph G. An L(2, 1)-labeling of a graph G is a function f from all vertices of G to non-negative integers such that |f (x) − f (y)| ≥ 2 if d(x, y) = 1 and |f (x) − f (y)| ≥ 1 if d(x, y) = 2. For an L(2, 1)-labeling, if the maximum label is no greater than k, then it is called
Preliminaries
In this section we first introduce the graph products of our main interest, the dot-Cartesian product and the dot-lexicographic product, and then recall a labeling algorithm of Chang and Kuo that will be a key tool in our proofs. To avoid ambiguities with the definitions of graph products we emphasize that all graphs considered in this paper are without loop.
As we have seen in the introduction (see also [24] ), there are many different graph products. In order to simplify their description (and to classify which products are associative and commutative), Imrich and Izbicki [25] (cf. also [24] ) introduced the following useful convention. For a graph G, let δ : V (G) × V (G) → {∆, 1, 0}, where ∆ is a previously undefined symbol, be a function defined as follows:
1 if g = g and gg ∈ E(G), 0 if g = g and gg ∈ E(G). So δ encodes the incidence relation of G. An operation * is a graph product, if V (G * H) =
V (G) × V (H) and δ((g, h), (g , h )) is a function of δ(g, g ) and δ(h, h ). Such a function is a binary
operation on the set {∆, 1, 0}, and it can be written as δ((g, h), (g , h )) = δ(g, g ) * δ(h, h ). For example, the multiplication tables for the Cartesian product and the lexicographic product are shown in Tables 1 and 2 In this way graphs products are defined in a compact way. Indeed, the Cartesian product is usually introduced as follows: The Cartesian product G H of graphs G and H is the graph with vertex set V (G) × V (H), in which the vertex (g, h) is adjacent to the vertex (g , h ) if and only if either g = g and h is adjacent to h in H, or h = h and g is adjacent to g in G. The standard (rather clumsy) definition of the lexicographic product G • H should now be clear from Table 2 .
We add here that some authors use the notation G[H] for the lexicographic product. However, we prefer the notation G • H because this graph operation is associative. Note also that some authors use the term composition for the lexicographic product.
We now introduce the dot-Cartesian product and the dot-lexicographic product with the following two tables: Hence the dot-Cartesian product G H is obtained from the Cartesian product G H by adding the edges (g, h)(g h ), where gg / ∈ E(G) and hh / ∈ E(H). Analogously, the dot-lexicographic product G H is obtained from the lexicographic product G • H. (As already mentioned in the introduction, the modular product is obtained in the same manner from the strong product.) As for the notation, note that the strong product G H is obtained from the Cartesian product G H by adding the edges of the direct product G × H. So in our case, the central dot means "not an edge in both factors", just like the central cross stands for "an edge in both factors".
Note that K 1 is a unit for both new products, that is,
where by abuse of notation, the equality sigh stands for graph isomorphism. Therefore, we may assume in the rest that all factors have at least two vertices.
We next recall the announced labeling algorithm of Chang and Kuo. For a subset X of V (G), if the distance between any two vertices in X is greater than i, then X is called an i-stable set (or i-independent set). A 1-stable (independent) set is a usual independent set. A maximal 2-stable subset X of a set Y is a 2-stable subset of Y such that X is not a proper subset of any 2-stable subset of Y .
Chang and Kuo [26] introduced the following algorithm to obtain an L(2,1)-labeling and the maximum value of that labeling on any given graph. For its statement recall that a vertex subset X of a graph is 2-stable (also called a packing) if the distance between any two vertices in X is greater than 2.
Algorithm Label(G)
Output: Value k which is the maximum label.
Idea: In each step, find a maximal 2-stable set from all unlabeled vertices which are distance at least two away from the vertices labeled in the previous step. Then label all vertices in this 2-stable set with the same index i. The index i starts from 0 and then increases by 1 in each step.
The maximum label k is the final value of i.
Iteration:
1. Determine Y i and X i .
• Y i = {x ∈ V : x is unlabeled and d(x, y) ≥ 2 for all y ∈ X i−1 }.
• X i a maximal 2-stable subset of Y i .
•
2. Label all vertices in X i (if there are any) by i.
4. If V = ∅ then i ← i + 1, and go to Step 1. 
denotes the closed neighborhood of X.) Finally, X i is computed using the greedy approach: start with an empty set, and during the process add to X i the next vertex from Y i if it is at distance at least 3 to all already selected vertices. Since distances were precomputed, X i can be obtained in time O(|Y i )| 2 ) time.
As already mentioned, the value k obtained by the above labeling procedure is an upper bound on λ(G). To get a bound in terms of the maximum degree ∆(G) of G we proceed as follows. Let
x be a vertex with the largest label k obtained by Algorithm Label. Denote
In order to find k, it suffices to estimate B = |I 1 |+|I 2 | in terms of ∆(G). We will investigate the value B for the two classes of graphs introduced in the previous section. The notation introduced in this section will also be used in the remainder of the paper.
L(2, 1)-labelings of dot-Cartesian products
Throughout this section let G 1 and G 2 be graphs of order n 1 ≥ 2 and n 2 ≥ 2 and size m 1 and m 2 , respectively. We will also simplify the notation u ∈ V (G) to u ∈ G.
Proof. It is well-known (and easy to see) that
The number of the non-Cartesian edges of G 1 G 2 is 2(
In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we will make use of the following lower bound on the number of edges in G 1 G 2 in terms of the orders of the factors.
Let us obtain upper and lower bounds for q 1 and q 2 . Note that 0 ≤ m 1 ≤ (n 1 − 1)n 1 /2 and 0 ≤ m 2 ≤ (n 2 − 1)n 2 /2, thus,
Having these lower and upper bounds for q 1 and q 2 , we can obtain a lower bound for m = (n 1 + n 2 − 3)n 1 n 2 /2 + 2q 1 q 2 . Since we assumed n 1 ≥ 2, the lower bound −(n 1 − 2)n 1 /2 for q 1 is non-positive and the upper bound n 1 /2 is positive; the same about the lower bound −(n 2 − 2)n 2 /2 and the upper bound n 2 /2 for q 2 . Therefore,
The statement of the corollary follows immediately.
By the definition of the dot-Cartesian product,
The number of vertices at distance 1 from x is d. The number of vertices at distance 2 from
x is clearly not greater than d(∆ − 1); let it be d(∆ − 1) − r for some r ≥ 0. If two neighbors of
x have one common neighbor other than x then this will contribute 1 to r. Hence the number of vertices that are at distance 2 from x cannot be greater than
Now, we will use arguments based on the definition of dot-Cartesian product to further reduce this upper bound. Let ε denote the number of edges of the subgraph F induced by the neighbors of x. The present upper bound on the number of vertices at distance two from
for each edge in F , this upper bound is decreased by 2. Hence, the number of vertices at distance 2 from x is not greater than
. Now we need a good lower bound for ε.
Consider the subgraph Q of F induced by vertices (u t , v t ), where u t is not adjacent to u in G 1 
exist and thus has 0 edges. Combining the above two subcases, we have that there are at least
, and the number of vertices at distance 2 from x is not greater than
The number of vertices at distance 1 from x is d. By Algorithm Label and by the above,
and we are done.
Corollary 3.4 Let G 1 and G 2 be graphs without isolated vertices on n 1 ≥ 5 and n 2 ≥ 5 vertices,
Proof.
as defined on the set of pairs (s, t) such that s = d 1 , t = d 2 for some u ∈ G 1 and v ∈ G 2 . Note that
, and s and t are integer. Suppose that f (s, t) achieves its maximum at some point (p 1 , p 2 ). Setting X = ∆ 2 − f (p 1 , p 2 ) we have:
Since ∆(G 1 ) ≤ n 1 − 4 and ∆(G 2 ) ≤ n 2 − 4, we infer that (
and (n 2 −p 2 −1) ≥ (n 2 −∆(G 2 )−1) ≥ 3. Since in addition G 1 and G 2 are without isolated vertices,
and ∆(G 2 ) ≤ n 2 − 4 and we are done.
We conclude this section by noting that it is possible to prove additional cases for which the ∆ 2 -bound is fulfilled. Here we show two such cases.
Suppose that in the proof of Corollary 3.4 the extreme vertex (u, v) is such that p 1 = 0 and p 2 = 0, in which case G 1 and G 2 both have isolated vertices. Then
and hence the ∆ 2 -bound holds also in this case.
For another case suppose that p 1 = 0 and p 2 ≥ 1. Then
That is, in this case the bound holds as soon as (n 1 −1)(n 2 −p 2 −1) ≥ p 2 .
However, we were not able to cover all the cases and thus these minor exceptions are left as open problems.
L(2, 1)-labelings of dot-lexicographic products
Throughout this section let again G 1 and G 2 be graphs of order n 1 ≥ 2 and n 2 ≥ 2 and size m 1 and m 2 , respectively. To reduce the number of minor special cases that have to be considered, we also assume that G 1 and G 2 do not have isolated vertices. 
For the proof of the main result of this section, Theorem 4.3, we need the following lower bound.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, there are m = (n 1 −1)(n 2 −1)n 1 n 2 /2+n 2 m 1 −(n 1 −2)n 1 m 2 +2m 1 m 2 edges in
Let us obtain upper and lower bounds for q 1 and q 2 . Note that 0 ≤ m 1 ≤ (n 1 −1)n 1 /2 and 0 ≤ m 2 ≤ (n 2 −1)n 2 /2,
Since we assumed n 1 ≥ 2 and n 2 ≥ 2, the lower bound −(n 1 − 2)n 1 /2 for q 1 is non-positive and the bounds n 1 /2, n 2 /2, ν 2 2 /2 are positive;
By the definition of the dot-lexicographic product,
The number of vertices at distance 2 from (u, v) in G 1 G 2 is not greater than d(∆ − 1). Now we will strengthen this straightforward bound by analyzing the structure of G 1 G 2 .
For this paragraph, see Fig. 1 , where d u denotes the degree of u in G 1 . For any vertex v in G 2 at distance 2 from v, there must be a path v v v of length two between v and v in G 2 ; since the For this paragraph see Fig. 2 . For any vertex u in G 1 with distance 2 from u, there must be a path u u u of length two between u and u in G 1 . Since the number of vertices of G 2 is n 2 , by the definition of a dot-lexicographic product G 1 G 2 , there must exist n 2 internally-disjoint paths of length two between (u , v) and (u, v) in G 1 G 2 . Hence for any vertex in G 1 with distance 2 from u, there must be the corresponding n 2 potential vertices with distance 2 from x = (u, v) which coincide in G 1 G 2 . On the contrary, whenever such a vertex in G 1 with distance 2 from u is missing, there will not exist the corresponding n 2 potential vertices with distance 2 from x = (u, v).
In the former case, since such n 2 vertices with distance 2 from x = (u, v) coincide in G 1 G 2 and hence can only be counted once, we have to deduct n 2 − 1 from the upper bound on the number of vertices at distance 2 from x in G 1 G 2 ; in the latter case, since such n 2 potential vertices with distance 2 from x = (u, v) do not exist at all, we have to deduct n 2 from the upper bound. Let the number of vertices in G 1 with distance 2 from u be t, then t ∈ [0, d 1 (∆ 1 − 1) ]. The minimum number we have to deduct from the upper bound occurs when t = d 1 (∆ 1 − 1), so the upper bound on the number of vertices with distance 2 from x = (u, v) in G 1 G 2 will decrease at least by 
The current upper bound on the number of vertices at distance two from 
and becomes
The number of vertices with distance 1 from x is not greater than d. Then by Algorithm Label,
Corollary 4.4 Let G 1 and G 2 be graphs with n 1 ≥ 4 and n 2 ≥ 4 vertices, respectively. If
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 and using the expressions for d and ∆ from the beginning of the proof of
We consider f (s, t) as defined on the set of pairs (s, t) such that
, and s and t are integer. Suppose that f (s, t)
achieves its maximum at some point ( To show that λ(G 1 G 2 ) is bounded by ∆ 2 , we only need to show that p 2 (∆ 2 − 1)n 2 p 1 + p 1 (∆ 1 − 1)(n 2 − 1) + (2p 1 ∆ 2 − p 2 ) + n 2 p 1 (2p 2 − 1) + (n 2 − p 2 − 3)(n 1 − p 1 − 1)(n 2 − p 2 − 1) ≥ 0 since the left side of this inequality is ∆ 2 − f (p 1 , p 2 ) and λ(G 1 G 2 ) ≤ f (p 1 , p 2 ). We have supposed that ∆(G 1 ) ≤ n 1 − 3 and ∆(G 2 ) ≤ n 2 − 3, then (n 1 − p 1 − 1) ≥ (n 1 − ∆(G 1 ) − 1) ≥ 2 and (n 2 − p 2 − 1) ≥ (n 2 − ∆(G 2 ) − 1) ≥ 2. We consider the following three cases: 
